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A "SECURED" FIBER OPTIC CONNECTING SYSTEM AND
METHOD USING OFFSET FIBER POSITION IN A SINGLE-FIBER

CONNECTOR

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[01] This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional

Application 61/121,667, filed on December 11, 2008, the disclosure of which

is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

1. Field

[02] Apparatuses and methods consistent with the exemplary

embodiments relate to a security connecting system, and more particularly, to

a security connecting system for providing interconnection between a single

pair of mating optical fibers.

2. Description of the Related Art

[03] Optical fibers find extensive use for transmission of light for

digital communications by modulating light signals to convey data or

information. The fibers are fragile and have extremely small diameters.

Typically, the optical fibers are coupled to a light transmitting device at one

end, and light receiving device at the other end. The ends of the fibers may

also be coupled in an end-to-end relationship with other mating fibers. In

order to provide reliable coupling and ensure high efficiency in the transfer of

light or light signals, it is critical that the ends of the optical fibers be precisely



aligned with the ends of other fibers or devices to which they are coupled.

[04] Ferrules are used to provide a mechanically robust mount

within a connector for holding optical fibers in a desired position. The ferrule

is usually a rigid tube that aligns and protects the stripped end of a fiber. Such

ferrules may be made of metal, plastic glass or ceramic. For example, a

ferrule can be made by cutting glass tubes of desired thickness and having a

hole at the center, extending through the longitudinal axis of the ferrule.

Optical fibers are passed through these holes in the ferrules. For example,

FIG. 1 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a circular ferrule 100 of a single

fiber optical connector having a fiber hole 101 and an optical fiber 102

disposed in the center.

[05] The ferrules are held in a housing or support to place them at a

desired position and facilitate proper alignment of optical fibers in a connector.

[06] There is an increasing need for physical security and

identification in a network. One method in the related art is to create physical

"keying" features on a connector housing to prevent connection into an

adapter unless the adapter too has the complementary "keying" feature. For

example, a secured connecting system of the related art may use physical

barriers to prevent unauthorized insertion of a connector plug into a connector

receptacle in an adapter.

[07] Another secured connecting system of the related art may use

physical barriers to prevent unauthorized removal of a connector plug that is

already connected to the adapter.



[08] In both cases, the secured connecting systems of the related art

require different connector housings with different physical barriers to prevent

either unauthorized insertion of a connector plug into the receptacle of an

adapter or unauthorized removal of a connector plug from the adapter.

[09] Thus, a security connecting system which eliminates the need

to create multiple types of connector housings and adapters to establish

physical security in connecting system of a network is needed.

SUMMARY

[10] According to an aspect of an exemplary embodiment, there is

provided a single-fiber connector including a housing; and a single-position

ferrule disposed within the housing, the single-position ferrule including a

single fiber hole which extends though the housing parallel to a longitudinal

center axis of the ferrule and is configured to receive an optical fiber. The

fiber hole is disposed in the ferrule at a fiber position located according to a

predetermined distance offset from the longitudinal center axis of the ferrule

and a rotation of a predetermined number of degrees around the longitudinal

center axis of the ferrule in a predetermined direction.

[ 11] The predetermined direction can be one of clockwise and

counterclockwise.

[12] The housing includes a key and the predetermined direction is

relative to the key.

[13] The ferrule of the single-fiber connector may have a cylindrical

shape.



[14] The single-fiber connector may also include an optical fiber

disposed within the fiber hole.

[15] According to an aspect of another exemplary embodiment,

there is provided a single-fiber connector system which includes a first single-

fiber connector and a second single-fiber connector.

[16] The first single-fiber connector includes a first housing; and a

first single-position ferrule disposed within the first housing, the first single-

position ferrule including a first single fiber hole which extends though the

first housing parallel to a longitudinal center axis of the first ferrule and is

configured to receive a first optical fiber. The first fiber hole is disposed in the

first ferrule at a first fiber position located according to a predetermined

distance offset from the longitudinal center axis of the first ferrule and a

rotation of a predetermined number of degrees around the longitudinal center

axis of the first ferrule in a predetermined direction.

[17] The second single-fiber connector includes a second housing;

and a second single-position ferrule disposed within the second housing, the

second single-position ferrule including a second single fiber hole which

extends though the second housing parallel to a longitudinal center axis of the

second ferrule and is configured to receive a second optical fiber. The second

fiber hole of the second single-fiber connector is disposed in the second ferrule

at a second fiber position located to have a mating fiber position which

matches in alignment with the first fiber position of the first fiber hole of the

first single-fiber connector.



[18] The single-fiber connector system may also include the first

optical fiber disposed within the first fiber hole and the second optical fiber

disposed within the second fiber hole.

[19] The single-fiber connector system may also include an adapter

which includes a first receptacle configured to receive the first single-fiber

connector and a second receptacle configured to receive the second single-

fiber connector. The first fiber position of the first fiber hole and the second

fiber position of the second fiber hole are located such that the first optical

fiber and the second optical fiber mate in coaxial alignment with each other to

effect an interconnection. Furthermore, the first housing may include a key

and the second housing may include a key, and each key of the first housing

and the second housing is received by a key hole of the adapter.

[20] The predetermined direction can be one of clockwise and

counterclockwise.

[21] The first ferrule and the second ferrule may have a cylindrical

shape.

[22] According to an aspect of another exemplary embodiment,

there is provided a method of connecting single-fiber connectors in a secure

fiber optic network, the method includes selecting a first fiber position for a

first fiber hole in a first ferrule of a first single-fiber connector to provide a

first optical fiber, the first fiber position being selected relative to a position of

a first key of a connector housing of the first single-fiber connector and is

located off-center from a center of the first ferrule; selecting a second fiber



position in a second ferrule of a second single-fiber connector to provide a

second optical fiber, the second fiber position being selected relative to a

position of a second key of a connector housing of the second single-fiber

connector and is located off-center from a center of the second ferrule;

inserting a first optical fiber into the first fiber hole of the first single-fiber

connector; and inserting a second optical fiber into the second fiber hole of the

second single-fiber connector. The second fiber position has a matching

position with the first fiber position when the first ferrule and the second

ferrule are aligned in a mating configuration such that the first optical fiber

and the second optical fiber are in coaxial alignment with one another.

[23] The first fiber position is located off-center from the center of

the first ferrule having a fiber offset from the center of the first ferrule and

having a degree of rotation in a predetermined direction relative to the first

key.

[24] The first ferrule and the second ferrule both have a substantially

cylindrical cross-section.

[25] The method connecting single-fiber connectors may also

include inserting the first single-fiber connector into a first receptacle of an

adapter; and inserting the second single-fiber connector into a second

receptacle of the adapter such that the first optical fiber and the second optical

fiber mate in coaxial alignment to effect an interconnection.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[26] The above and/or other aspects will become apparent and more



readily appreciated from the following description of the exemplary

embodiments, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in

which:

[27] FIG. 1 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a single-position

cylindrical ferrule in the related art.

[28] FIG. 2 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a single-position

cylindrical ferrule according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[29] FIG. 3 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a single-position

cylindrical ferrule according to another exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[30] FIG. 4 shows matching fiber positions in a pair of connector

plugs according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[31] FIG. 5 shows matching fiber positions in a pair of connector

plugs according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[32] FIG. 6 shows matching fiber positions in a pair of connector

plugs according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[33] Exemplary embodiments will be described in detail with

reference to accompanying drawings so as to be easily realized by a person

having ordinary knowledge in the art. The inventive concept may be

embodied in various forms without being limited to the exemplary

embodiments set forth herein. Descriptions of well-known parts may be



omitted for clarity, and like reference numerals refer to like elements

throughout.

[34] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention, there is provided a security connecting system for providing

interconnection between a single pair of mating optical fibers. The security

connecting system uses predetermined positioning of an optical fiber in an off-

center position within a ferrule to alter a mating position of the mating optical

fibers such that only connectors having a matching mating position can form a

proper connection with one another.

[35] For example, two mating connectors are held together on

separate sides of an adapter, and will only have physically connecting optical

fibers if the fibers on both single-fiber connectors have matching positions

with one another. Accordingly, information transferred through the mating

pair of optical fibers is secured since an incoming connector to the adapter,

that already has a connector on its other end, is prevented from making a

physical connection to another optical fiber unless the positioning of the

optical fibers within the mating connectors are matched.

[36] FIG. 2 illustrates a single-position cylindrical ferrule according

to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. In particular, the single

position ferrule 1 includes a body 2 and a single fiber hole 3 which extends

through the body 2 in a longitudinal direction and is configured to receive an

optical fiber 4. The fiber hole 3 is disposed in a position that is offset from the

center of the ferrule 1 and rotated 45° in a clockwise direction. Being offset



from the center of the cylindrical ferrule 1, the center of fiber hole 1 is placed

at a distance away from the center of ferrule 1. The "off-centered" fiber hole 3

extends parallel to a longitudinal center axis of the ferrule 1, extending in the

insertion direction of the optical fiber 4. Accordingly, only a connector having

a matching fiber position configuration to ferrule 1, including the same

amount of fiber offset (i.e., a same distance from the longitudinal center axis

of the ferrule 1 and the longitudinal center axis of the fiber hole 3) and a same

degree of rotation in a same direction, is able to properly mate with a

connector having ferrule 1 to form a secure connection.

[37] FIG. 3 illustrates a single-position cylindrical ferrule according

to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention. In particular, the

fiber hole 3 is disposed in a position that is offset from the center and rotated

90° in a clockwise direction.

[38] FIG. 4 illustrates a connecting system according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention. In particular, FIG. 4 shows

matching fiber positions in a pair of connector plugs, with the keys of both

connectors facing up. The connecting system includes two cable assemblies

10 terminated with a single-fiber connector plug 12 on each end section of an

optical cable 14. Each connector plug 12 includes a housing 16 and a single-

fiber ferrule 1 disposed within the housing 16. The ferrule 1, which may be

cylindrical in shape and may be press-fitted to a stainless steel flange, holds an

optical fiber 4 in place within fiber hole 3.

[39] The connecting system also includes an adapter 20 which has



two receptacles 22 on either side, each receptacle 22 receiving one of the

connector plugs 12. Accordingly, a pair of connector plugs 12 are held

together by the adapter 20.

[40] The housing 16 includes a key 18 which is pointed in one

specific direction when the connector plug 12 is inserted into one of the

receptacles 22 of the adapter 20.

[41] From the circular cross section view of the ferrule 1 according

to FIGS. 1 and 2, the optical fiber 4 is placed within each fiber hole 3 in a fiber

position that is located at a predetermined distance away from the center of the

ferrule 1 and is rotated a predetermined number of degrees in a clockwise or

anti-clockwise direction.

[42] According to FIG. 4, the fiber holes 3 of the connector plugs 12

are located such that the fiber holes 3 are aligned with one another when

inserted into the adapter 20. When the mating position of the fiber holes 3

match in alignment, a proper physical connection is formed between the

optical fibers 4 inserted into the fiber holes 4. That is, the optical fibers 4 are

in coaxial alignment with each other.

[43] Every rotation of 60° of the fiber hole 3, either clockwise or

anti-clockwise, results in a secured connector plug that cannot be mated with

another connector plug that does not match in terms of optical fiber position.

Accordingly, in a cylindrical ferrule such as ferrule 1, a total of six different

secured positions can be obtained by rotating the cylindrical ferrule relative to

the key of the connector plug housing.



[44] For example, the six secured positions according to FIG. 2

could be placed at 45°, 105°, 165°, 225°, 285°, and 345°. According to FIG. 3,

the six secured positions according could be placed at 90°, 150°, 210°, 270°,

330°, and 30°.

[45] FIG. 5 shows matching fiber positions in a pair of connector

plugs 12, with the keys of both connectors facing up. As shown in FIG. 5, the

optical fibers 4 (see also FIG. 2) of each connector plug 12 are in alignment

with each other in a matching configuration. The positions of the optical

fibers 4 shown in FIG. 5 have a different fiber position that the optical fibers 4

shown in FIG. 4 .

[46] FIG. 6 shows matching fiber positions in a pair of connector

plugs 12, with the keys of both connectors facing up. As shown in FIG. 6, the

optical fibers 4 (see also FIG. 2) of each connector plug 12 are in alignment

with each other in a matching configuration. The positions of the optical

fibers 4 shown in FIG. 6 have a different fiber position that the optical fibers 4

shown in FIGS. 4 and 5.

[47] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention use a single

design for a connector plug housing, a single design for an adapter and a

single design for a connector plug ferrule. Accordingly, the need to have

different connector housings with different physical barriers to prevent either

unauthorized insertion of a connector plug into the receptacle of an adapter or

unauthorized removal of a connector plug from an adapter can be eliminated.

That is, a common connector housing can be used for all connector plugs. In



addition, one common adapter may be used to connect the connector plugs.

[48] Identification of connector plugs with specific fiber positioning

can be carried out through color-coding the components of the connector

plugs, such as plug housings or connector plug boots. Identification of

connector plugs with specific fiber positioning can also be carried out through

number coding of the cable assemblies, or other types of marking.

[49] Accordingly, the exemplary embodiments uses a single fiber

hole in each ferrule of a connector to achieve physical security in the

connecting system of a network. By choosing different discrete positions of a

single-fiber ferrule, proper connection can only be made if the mating pair of

connectors both have fibers in a position that complements each other.

[50] Although a few exemplary embodiments have been shown and

described, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes may be

made in these exemplary embodiments without departing from the principles

and spirit of the invention, the scope of which is defined in the appended

claims and their equivalents. For example, although the above exemplary

embodiments utilize optical fibers, non-optical fibers could also be used

without departing from the principles and spirit of the invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A single-fiber connector comprising:

a housing; and

a single-position ferrule disposed within the housing, the single-

position ferrule including a single fiber hole which extends though the housing

parallel to a longitudinal center axis of the ferrule and is configured to receive

a fiber,

wherein the fiber hole is disposed in the ferrule at a fiber position

located according to a predetermined distance offset from the longitudinal

center axis of the ferrule and a rotation of a predetermined number of degrees

around the longitudinal center axis of the ferrule in a predetermined direction.

2. The single-fiber connector of claim 1, wherein the fiber is an

optical fiber.

3 . The single-fiber connector of claim 1, wherein the

predetermined direction is one of clockwise and counterclockwise.

4 . The single-fiber connector of claim 1, wherein the housing

includes a key and the predetermined direction is relative to the key.

5. The single-fiber connector of claim 1, wherein the ferrule has a

cylindrical shape.



6. The single-fiber connector of claim 1, further comprising an

optical fiber disposed within the fiber hole.

7. A single-fiber connector system comprising:

a first single-fiber connector which comprises:

a first housing; and

a first single-position ferrule disposed within the first

housing, the first single-position ferrule including a first single

fiber hole which extends though the first housing parallel to a

longitudinal center axis of the first ferrule and is configured to

receive a first fiber,

wherein the first fiber hole is disposed in the first ferrule

at a first fiber position located according to a predetermined

distance offset from the longitudinal center axis of the first

ferrule and a rotation of a predetermined number of degrees

around the longitudinal center axis of the first ferrule in a

predetermined direction; and

a second single-fiber connector which comprises:

a second housing; and

a second single-position ferrule disposed within the

second housing, the second single-position ferrule including a

second single fiber hole which extends though the second



housing parallel to a longitudinal center axis of the second

ferrule and is configured to receive a second fiber,

wherein the second fiber hole of the second single-fiber

connector is disposed in the second ferrule at a second fiber

position located to have a mating fiber position which matches

in alignment with the first fiber position of the first fiber hole of

the first single-fiber connector.

8. The single-fiber connector system of claim 7, wherein the first

fiber and the second fiber are optical fibers.

9 . The single-fiber connector system of claim 7, further

comprising the first fiber disposed within the first fiber hole and the second

fiber disposed within the second fiber hole.

10. The single-fiber connector system of claim 9, further

comprising:

an adapter which comprises a first receptacle configured to receive the

first single-fiber connector and a second receptacle configured to receive the

second single-fiber connector,

wherein the first fiber position of the first fiber hole and the second

fiber position of the second fiber hole are located such that the first fiber and

the second fiber mate in coaxial alignment with each other to effect an



interconnection.

11. The single-fiber connector system of claim 10, wherein the first

housing includes a key and the second housing includes a key, and each key of

the first housing and the second housing is received by a key hole of the

adapter.

12. The single-fiber connector system of claim 8, wherein the

predetermined direction is one of clockwise and counterclockwise.

13. The single-fiber connector system of claim 8, wherein the first

ferrule and the second ferrule both have a cylindrical shape.

14. A method of connecting single-fiber connectors in a secure

fiber optic network, the method comprising:

selecting a first fiber position for a first fiber hole in a first ferrule of a

first single-fiber connector to provide a first fiber, the first fiber position being

selected relative to a position of a first key of a connector housing of the first

single-fiber connector and is located off-center from a center of the first

ferrule;

selecting a second fiber position in a second ferrule of a second single-

fiber connector to provide a second fiber, the second fiber position being



selected relative to a position of a second key of a connector housing of the

second single-fiber connector and is located off-center from a center of the

second ferrule;

inserting a first fiber into the first fiber hole of the first single-fiber

connector; and

inserting a second fiber into the second fiber hole of the second single-

fiber connector,

wherein the second fiber position has a matching position with the first

fiber position when the first ferrule and the second ferrule are aligned in a

mating configuration such that the first fiber and the second fiber are in

coaxial alignment with one another.

15. The method of connecting single-fiber connectors of claim 14,

wherein the first fiber and the second fiber are optical fibers.

16. The method of connecting single-fiber connectors of claim 14,

wherein the first fiber position is located off-center from the center of the first

ferrule having a fiber offset from the center of the first ferrule and having a

degree of rotation in a predetermined direction relative to the first key.

17. The method of connecting single-fiber connectors of claim 14,

wherein the first ferrule and the second ferrule both have a substantially

cylindrical cross-section.



18. The method of connecting single-fiber connectors of claim 14,

the method further comprising:

inserting the first single-fiber connector into a first receptacle of an

adapter; and

inserting the second single-fiber connector into a second receptacle of

the adapter such that the first fiber and the second fiber mate in coaxial

alignment to effect an interconnection.
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